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EXTENDED ABSTRACT

Across four studies, outcome magnitude has opposite effects on intertemporal choice for gains and losses: consumers discount small gains more than large gains, but discount small losses less than large losses. Thought listings show that this is mediated by consumers’ desire to resolve gains and losses as soon as possible.

Consumers often discount future consequences, for multiple reasons (Lynch and Zauberman 2006). The “magnitude effect” describes the fact that large gains are discounted more than small gains (Chapman and Elstein 1995; Estle et al. 2006; Thaler 1981). For example, someone might choose $10 today versus $11 in a year, yet prefer to wait for $11,000 in a year rather than take an immediate $10,000, even though in both cases the later amount is 10% larger than the sooner amount. In these earlier studies, the choice options always paired a smaller, sooner amount with a larger, later amount, so it was impossible for participants to express zero or negative discount rates. Thus, although some people might rather pay $10 immediately rather than $9 in a year (to get the loss over with), this preference could never be expressed. A pilot study we ran suggests that when negative discount rates are allowed, losses may show a reverse magnitude effect: Consumers considering small losses were indifferent between paying $10 today and $9.70 in six months (a -6% discount rate), whereas those considering large losses were indifferent between paying $1,000 today and $1,070 in six months (a 13% discount rate).

Although several models have been proposed to explain the magnitude effect (al-Nowaihi and Dhami 2009; Benhabib, Bisin, and Schotter 2010; Loewenstein and Prelec 1992; Scholten and Read 2010), none predict the interaction of magnitude and sign. To fill this gap, we propose resolution theory: Consumers have a psychological desire to resolve both gains and losses immediately, and this desire is combined with multiple other factors (such as uncertainty, see Table 1) to ultimately predict time preference. In the case of gains, people want the gain immediately to satisfy their desire for positive outcomes and to avoid feelings of deprivation while waiting (Hoch and Loewenstein 1991). When combined with other factors, which also favor the immediate gain, the resulting discount rate is high. In the case of losses, people want to get the loss over with immediately to close their mental books on the loss and avoid having to allocate attention and emotional capacity (e.g., dread) to looming future losses (Harris 2010; Loewenstein 1987). When balanced against other factors, which instead favor the delayed loss, the resulting discount rate is low. In both cases, the desire to resolve gains and losses is relatively insensitive to magnitude; it is a constant that is added to other attractions of the immediate reward (an assumption supported by Benhabib et al., 2010, for the domain of gains), rather than a parameter that multiplies the immediate reward’s utility.

Importantly, resolution theory makes the prediction that negative discounting of losses will occur when amounts are small enough, because the cost of waiting is a constant that is added to the disutility.

Table 1. Summary of major factors hypothesized to determine intertemporal choices for gains and losses.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Motivational Factor</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Makes people prefer to have…</th>
<th>Scales with magnitude?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Opportunity cost and investment (Franklin 1748; Samuelson 1937)</td>
<td>Resources can be invested and earn interest or otherwise grow over time</td>
<td>Gains now and losses later</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uncertainty (Patak and Reynolds 2007; Takahashi, Ikeda, and Hasegawa 2007)</td>
<td>Delayed gains and losses may never be realized</td>
<td>Gains now and losses later</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resource slack (Zauberman and Lynch 2005)</td>
<td>Expecting to have more resources in the future means that immediate resources are more dear than future resources</td>
<td>Gains now and losses later</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resolution (Benhabib et al. 2010; Harris 2010; Loewenstein 1987; O’Donoghue and Rabin 1999)</td>
<td>Psychological desire to resolve events immediately</td>
<td>Both gains and losses now</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other factors, such as social norms and ideals (Krantz and Kunreuther 2007)</td>
<td>Variable, but often suggest that individuals ought to delay gratification</td>
<td>Variable, but often postponing gains and attending to losses immediately</td>
<td>Variable</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
of the larger later loss. Negative discounting implies that outcome values intensify (i.e., positives become more positive and negatives become more negative) the further they lie in the future; in the case of losses, negative discounting means a preference to have losses sooner rather than later. For example, some people might rather pay $10 immediately rather than $9 in a year, to satisfy their desire to get the loss over with. In this case, a full reversal of the magnitude effect when comparing small and large losses is understandable.

METHOD

In four separate studies (total N = 856), participants made a series of choices between immediate and future gains and losses of different amounts. Three of these studies were run online with national samples and hypothetical outcomes, and one study was run in the lab with a student sample and real intertemporal gains and losses (in the range of $5 to $100). In two studies participants used an established type-aloud protocol (Hardisty, Johnson, and Weber 2010; Weber et al. 2007) to record their thoughts before making their decisions. Participants subsequently categorized their own previously recorded thoughts according to the factors listed in Table 1.

RESULTS

In all four studies, participants discounted small gains more than large gains, replicating the magnitude effect, and discounted small losses less than large losses, reliably establishing the reverse effect of magnitude on losses. Zero and negative discount rates were quite common when considering small losses; 78% of participants expressed this preference. In contrast, only 23% of those considering large losses, 2% of those considering small gains, and 2% of those considering large gains showed zero or negative discount rates.

Prior to making their choices, participants listed an average of 3.4 thoughts. As predicted by Resolution Theory, the proportion of resolution thoughts was significantly lower for large magnitude outcomes than for small magnitude outcomes. In other words, when participants considered $10, they frequently mentioned their psychological desire to resolve the situation as soon as possible, whereas when participants considered $10,000, other concerns were more prominent. Also as predicted, the proportion of resolution thoughts mediated the effect of magnitude on discount rates for gains and losses.

DISCUSSION

Our findings may offer some guidance to policy-makers hoping to encourage future-oriented decision making (i.e., low discount rates). As suggested by both previous research and the present findings, patience for gains may be encouraged by focusing on large magnitude outcomes. For example, an individual may be encouraged to save for retirement if the benefits of saving are aggregated over ten years of savings, rather than one year or one month. As the present research shows, however, the same strategy should not be applied to losses; consumers are motivated to take care of small losses immediately, but large losses are likely to be postponed until later. Therefore, a strategy of aggregating credit card debt or other debt into one large lump sum may be counterproductive, and lead consumers to delay paying off the large debt. Rather, breaking the problem down into smaller pieces that can be taken care of immediately should be more effective. Consumers will often choose to get losses over with immediately, but only if they are small and manageable.
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